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VMI Hybrid Morning Guide
Below is a standard procedure for starting up your VMI Hybrid at the start of the day. It will
help ensure that the Hybrid operates efficiently throughout the day.

1) Turn on power to the unit by flicking the ON/OFF button to the ON
position, located at the rear of the unit. The Top Cover will
automatically open after a few seconds.

2) Take out the bottle of compound from the back of the unit and shake
it well.

3) Take the platen out by simply lifting it, then take the Screw Lid
(without the grommet) from an opened bottle of compound and place
it over the Centre Spindle.

4) While holding down the lid of the Hybrid, push the prime chemical
button (C) and then the prime water button (W) and wait till both are
flowing freely through the lines.

5) Once both the chemical and water lines are primed, replace the
Platen.

6) Place the DVD/CD/Blu-Ray onto the Platen, with the label side of disc
facing down!

7) Select the disc repair type by pressing either Regular or Blu-ray; select
longer cycle times by pressing this button multiple times. Then close
the Top Cover to start the cycle.

8) Once the cycle has completed, the Top Cover will automatically open.

Please note: Keep the top cover open with the nozzle caps installed when machine is not in use.
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VMI Hybrid Pack Up Guide
Below is a standard procedure for packing up your Hybrid at the end of the day. It will help ensure that the Hybrid
operates as expected every morning.

1. Ensure there is no disc left inside the Hybrid.

2. Install the Nozzle Cap.

3. Leave the Top Cover up and power off the unit at the back.
4. Empty the Spill Tray if necessary.
5. Clean the VMI Hybrid by wiping away any excess chemical if
necessary.
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